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National Nail’s CAMO® Edge Deck Fastening System Gets Contractors 

Off Their Knees with the CAMO Edge Pro™ 
 

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. – National Nail has announced a fast, stand-up installation method 
for their CAMO Edge Fastening™ category-defining system.  The CAMO Edge Pro is the 
first collated screw system designed to edge fasten wood, composite, or PVC deck boards.  
The Edge Pro combines the speed of a collated tool with the convenience of stand-up 
installation.  
 
“Many deck builders have traditionally installed decks by face-fastening with nails or screws.   
This causes wood to split and crack, and frequently contributes to unsafe fastener pops – 
annoyances that prevent homeowners from enjoying their outdoor living spaces," said W. 
Scott Baker, President and CEO of National Nail.  "The Edge Pro eliminates these common 
problems by attaching the deck board directly to the joist through the edge on both sides of 
the board.” 
 
The CAMO Edge Pro is ideal for anyone looking to speed up the installation process and 
reduce the costs associated with fastening deck boards. It’s up to 4 times faster and over 3 
times less expensive than clip or plug systems making it labor-saving and cost effective, 
and offers the convenience of more ergonomic standing delivery. “By reducing labor costs 
and eliminating the expense of complicated hidden clips and plug systems, contractors are 
able to offer a high end look for less – and that wins business,” Baker added 
 
The Edge Pro is compatible with any type of deck board material. In addition to installing 
treated wood with no gap, secondary spacers can be used to create any gap size required 
by composite and PVC materials. 
 
Powered by a Milwaukee® drill, the Edge Pro delivers 1-7/8” or 2-3/8” CAMO Collated Edge 
Deck Screws available in ProTech coated carbon steel and 316 Stainless Steel. The tool 
package includes the drill, the Edge Pro attachment, and a carrying bag. 
 
For more information or to locate a dealer, visit http://www.camofasteners.com or call 800-
968-6245. Be sure to “Like” CAMO Fasteners on Facebook. 
 
National Nail Corp., headquartered in Grand Rapids, Mich., is an employee-owned 
manufacturer and distributor of high quality, innovative building products and service 
solutions for the residential and commercial construction industries. Other National Nail 
brands include Pro-Fit® (packaged, bulk and collated fasteners), and STINGER® (roofing 
underlayment, cap fastening systems, and coil and hand drive roofing nails). 
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